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ABSTRACT Cloud computing has very attractive features like elastic, on demand and fully managed
computer system resources and services. However, due to its distributed and dynamic nature as well as
vulnerabilities in virtualization implementation, the cloud environment is prone to various cyber-attacks
and security issues related to cloud model. Some of them are inability to access data coming to and from
cloud service, theft and misuse of data hosted, no control over sensitive data access, advance threats like
malware injection attack, wrapping attacks, virtual machine escape, distributed denial of service attack
(DDoS) etc. DDoS is one of the notorious attack. Despite a number of available potential solutions for
the detection of DDoS attacks, the increasing frequency and potency of recent attacks and the constantly
evolving attack vectors, necessitate the development of improved detection approaches. This paper proposes
a novel architecture that combines a well posed stacked sparse AutoEncoder (AE) for feature learning
with a Deep Neural Network (DNN) for classification of network traffic into benign traffic and DDoS
attack traffic. AE and DNN are optimized for detection of DDoS attacks by tuning the parameters using
appropriately designed techniques. The improvements suggested in this paper lead to low reconstruction
error, prevent exploding and vanishing gradients, and lead to smaller network which avoids overfitting.
A comparative analysis of the proposed approach with ten state-of-the-art approaches using performance
metrics-detection accuracy, precision, recall and F1-Score, has been conducted. Experiments have been
performed on CICIDS2017 and NSL-KDD standard datasets for validation. Proposed approach outperforms
existing approaches over the NSL-KDD dataset and yields competitive results over the CICIDS2017 dataset.

INDEX TERMS Machine Learning, Intrusion Detection, Artificial Neural Network, Cloud Computing,
Distributed Denial of Service attack

I. INTRODUCTION

C
LOUD Computing has very attractive features like elas-
tic, on demand and fully managed computer system

resources and services which makes it well suited for ap-
plication in sectors such as healthcare, manufacturing, retail,
entertainment, etc. Due to its distributed and dynamic nature
as well as vulnerabilities in virtualization implementation,
the cloud environment is prone to various cyber attacks.
One of these attacks which is very perilous is Distributed
Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks. DDoS is a deadly weapon
which overwhelms the server or network by sending floods

of packets towards it. The attack disrupts the services running
on the target, thereby blocking the legitimate traffic accessing
its services. The implications of DDoS attacks can be direct
financial and business loss and indirect reputation loss for
cloud providers as well as customers. Particularly in the cloud
scenario, it can lead to Economic Denial of Service attacks
[1]. Thus, there is a compelling need for timely and accurate
detection of these attacks.

The motivation for undertaking this problem is twofold.
Firstly, recent statistics reveal that the potency and frequency
of DDoS attacks are increasing at an alarming rate. In Febru-
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ary 2020 [2], Amazon Web Services (AWS) customers suf-
fered from a critical breakdown when a DDoS attack targeted
Amazon’s Simple Service Storage (S3) and other services,
thereby taking them down for almost eight hours. It is one of
the largest DDoS attacks witnessed till now with a capacity of
2.3 Tbps. The attack brought down DNS web service router
which had adverse effect on other services also like Elastic
Load Balancing (ELB), Relational Database Service (RDS)
and Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2), which are used to lookup
public DNS resolution system. Secondly, attack vectors are
evolving constantly. For instance, attackers have recently
introduced a new DDoS amplification protocol which has
already increased the attack capacity to reach upto 350 Gbps.
The attackers exploit the multicast protocol web services
dynamic discovery protocol for amplifying DDoS attacks by
spoofing the return IP address. Wikipedia, the world’s largest
online encyclopedia was rendered inaccessible in various
parts of Europe, Africa, and the Middle East on 6th Septem-
ber 2019 [3] by a long duration high capacity DDoS attack.
According to a Security Week article, researchers have found
out that the average number of distinct DDoS attacks that hit
the Internet per day is about 28,700 [4].

Authors in [5] discussed National Cyber Security Strate-
gies (NCSS) of various countries like India, New Zealand,
Australia etc. They also discussed challenges in standard-
ization of cyber security. The challenges being faced are
in the areas of standardization, lack of agility, economic
considerations, competing set of standards, lack of aware-
ness. Various solutions based on packet-level analyses, flow-
level analyses, behavioral analyses, traffic mining and deep
packet inspection of network traffic, have been proposed by
researchers for combating DDoS attacks [6]- [11]. Recent
advances in machine learning and deep learning techniques
have also been employed for detection of DDoS attacks [12]-
[14].

A detailed study of all these methods reveals that their
effectiveness is limited due to some challenges. Firstly, there
is a lack of training data for DDoS attacks. Organizations
are often unwilling to publicly acknowledge having been
attacked and do not share network attack data, for fear of
loss of reputation. Moreover, the datasets that are available,
are imbalanced wherein distribution of different classes i.e.
attacks traffic and legitimate traffic is skewed. This leads to
overfitting of the data and results in undesirable and mislead-
ing accuracy. The second major challenge is the selection of
optimal features of the network traffic. Though deep learning
methods are capable of handling a large number of features
in the input, feeding too many features to the algorithm
confounds the classification problem and can even lead to
overfitting. The presence of too many irrelevant input fea-
tures also slows down the learning. Since attack vectors are
constantly evolving, when a new attack vector is launched,
the system may not be able to detect it as attack traffic.
Therefore, some efficient way of feature representation is re-
quired to learn the complex often non-linear representations
from data. Additionally, it has been estimated that 1.7MB of

data every second will be generated by every person in 2020.
According to the report by Domo [15], everyday more than
2.5 quintillion bytes of data are generated. In order to deal
with this huge volume of data, the detection or classification
model should be compact. Apart from high dimensionality,
the other major challenges are presence of noise in the data
and computational cost for training over large datasets.

This paper proposes an architecture employing a well
posed AutoEncoder (AE) with Deep Neural Network (DNN)
to deal with the challenges of effective feature learning,
handling noisy data and preventing overfitting. The main
contribution of this work is as follows:

1. It proposes a novel DNN architecture that uses a well
posed stacked sparse AE tailored for learning informa-
tive feature representation from network traffic.

2. AE and DNN are optimized for detection of DDoS
attacks by tuning the parameters using appropriately
designed techniques.

3. Comparison of proposed architecture with ten other
state-of-the-art machine learning approaches has been
presented over NSL-KDD and CICIDS2017 standard
datasets.

4. Proposed architecture is found to either outperform
or yield competitive results in terms of performance
metrics-accuracy, precision, recall and F1-Score.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 dis-
cusses the recent work in literature related to approaches for
detection of DDoS attacks. Section 3 describes the proposed
approach based on optimized AE and DNN model. Experi-
mentation and validation details are described in Section 4.
Results and discussion are presented in Section 5. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the paper and presents future research
directions.

II. RELATED WORK

This section discusses work related to the detection of DDoS
attacks from network traffic. Specifically, those works have
been mentioned which are aligned with the focus of current
study and have employed machine learning or deep learning
either in feature reduction or hyperparameter optimization
or classification stage, over the same standard datasets viz.
CICIDS2017 [16] and NSL-KDD [17]. Since a considerable
amount of literature exists in the broad area of network
intrusion detection, this inclusion criteria has been adopted
for selection of most recent and highly relevant papers for this
study. Interested readers can refer to surveys on broad area of
detection of DDoS attacks available in [12], [13], [14].

NIDS using Sparse AE (SAE) and SoftMax Regression
(SMR) has been proposed by Javaid et al. for classification
of attacks [18]. The data is first preprocessed using 1-n
encoding and also normalized in range [0,1] using min-max
normalization. The preprocessed data is then fed to SAE
for self taught learning. The learned features are then given
to SMR for classification of attacks. The method reported
88.39% accuracy on NSL-KDD dataset. An ensemble deep
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learning model is presented which comprises AE, Deep Be-
lief Network (DBN), DNN, and Extreme learning methods
(ELMs) and validated over NSL-KDD dataset with detection
rate of 97.95%, and false alarm rate of 14.72% [19]. The
ensemble method performed better for detection rate and
false rate but achieved lower detection accuracy compared
to other methods.

Yousefi et al. proposed unsupervised feature learning
method using AE for extracting latent feature set from whole
dataset [20]. The dataset used is Microsoft Malware Classifi-
cation Challenge which has been hosted by Kaggle particu-
larly for AE based representations. The proposed method has
two training stages i.e. pre-training and fine tuning stage. In
pre-training stage, the optimum weights and AE parameters
are searched from parameter space and then fed to AE
for feature reduction. The reduced feature set is given to
Gaussian Naive Bayes (NB) for classification. The method
shows better performance compared to K-Nearest Neighbour
(KNN), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Gradient Boost-
ing. A Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) based Intrusion
Detection System (IDS) is proposed for binary and multi-
class classification by authors in [21]. First in preprocessing,
numericalization i.e. conversion of non-numeric features to
numeric features, and then normalization i.e. converting the
data into range [0,1] for efficient classification are done. The
pre-processed data is then fed to RNN. Experimentation on
NSL-KDD has shown improved accuracy and lower false
positive rate.

Yusof et al. provided adaptive feature selection method
for detection of DDoS attacks [22]. DDoS Characteristic
based Features (DCF) and Consistency-based Subset Eval-
uation (CSE) are used for selecting the features. Then simple
majority voting technique is used for selecting the most
suitable methods. Then these selected features are given to
Multi-layer perceptron (MLP) for classification of attacks.
NSL-KDD dataset has been used and 91.7% accuracy is
reported by the proposed method. Authors proposed self-
taught learning (STL) framework based on SAE and SVM
for binary and multi-class classification [23]. SAE provides
reduced significant feature set using unsupervised method.
This reduced feature set is given to SVM for efficient clas-
sification. The results on NSL-KDD have shown improved
detection accuracy and reduced SVM training and testing
time as compared to shallow techniques like NB, Random
Forest (RF), J48 and SVM. The model reported 84.96%
accuracy.

Distributed machine learning based IDS has been proposed
by Idhammad et al. for cloud environment [24]. The pre-
processed data is used by anomaly detection module which
uses NB classifier for separating the network traffic data
into normal or abnormal traffic. Ensemble learning classifier
based on RF performs a multi-class classification. Experi-
mentation was performed on Google platform using CIDDS-
001 dataset and showed better performance than standard RF.
Authors in [25] proposed an IDS which combines Cuckoo
Optimization Feature Selection (COFS) and Naïve Bayes

Algorithm (NBA). COFS removes the redundant and irrel-
evant features, the processed features are passed to NBA
which performs the classification part. The proposed method
gives better accuracy than the existing feature selection meth-
ods like information gain-based feature selection (IGFS),
chi-square feature selection (CSFS), information gain ratio-
based feature selection (GRFS) and One R feature selection
(ORFS). Authors [26] used Nonsymmetric Deep AE (NDAE)
(deep approach) and RF (shallow approach) for classification
of intrusions for obtaining high quality results. Two NDAEs
were stacked using three hidden layers and the encoded rep-
resentation output was then fed to RF for classification. RF
properties like low bias, overfitting correction and robustness
to outliers are very useful for this method. The results have
been evaluated against previous work on benchmark datasets
and shown 5% increase in accuracy and training time scaled
down by 98.81%.

In study [27], authors gave an intelligent scheme based
on DNN using hybrid optimization system. The hybrid opti-
mization consists of Improved Genetic Algorithm (IGA) and
Simulated Annealing Algorithm (SAA). The GA is improved
by optimizing the fitness function using parallel processing
and fitness value hashing strategies. Experimentation was
performed using CloudSim 4.0 simulator and showed high
detection rate of 99.95% and 0.05% false positive rate. Au-
thors in [28] combined Binary Bat algorithm with RF for
classification of intrusions in the network. Two new fitness
functions - Similarity-based Fitness Function (FSFF) and
Classifier Accuracy based Fitness Function (CAFF) are used
in Bat algorithm for selecting the optimal features. Experi-
ments performed on UNSWNB15 and CICIDS-2017 datasets
showed highest accuracy of 97.09% and false positive rate of
2.03%.

Authors used Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) for op-
timal selection of hyperparameters in the pretraining phase
[29]. Four deep neural models i.e. DNNs, Long Short-Term
Memory RNN (LSTM-RNN), gated recurrent unit RNNs
(GRU-RNNs), and DBNs have been used on the datasets
KDD CUP 99, NSLKDD, CIDDS, and CICIDS2017. The
approach has shown significant improvement over shallow
learning models. A powerful IDS which is a combination of
three models- MLP network, Artificial Bee Colony (ABC)
and Fuzzy C-means (FCM) clustering algorithm been pro-
posed by Hajimirzaei et al. [30]. FCM clustering prepares
homogeneous sub-sets of training data. MLP with back
propagation classifies the intrusions and normal traffic. ABC
helps MLP to determine optimal weights and bias values
for efficient classification. Root mean square error, kappa
statistic and mean absolute error are used for comparing the
proposed method with other state-of-the-art methods.

Authors proposed packet level classification using word
embedding and LSTM model [31]. The approach uses word
embedding scheme to extract word semantics and syntax of
header fields and then with the support of LSTM it extracts
the temporal relations among the packets and classifies the
attack and non-attack packets. The primary advantage of
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using packet level classification is that the detection process
speed boosts up as significant time is reduced in flow pro-
cessing. Experimentation shows that the proposed approach
can attain nearly 100% accuracy in detecting attack and
non-attack packets. Authors in [32] proposed LSTM based
scheme for detection of attacks. The LSTM approach does
not require feature engineering process instead it automati-
cally learns complex spatial and temporal relationships from
the dataset. It can learn relationships from a small subset of
data. The proposed architecture of LSTM consists of four
layers which are 2 LSTM layers, 1 drop out layer and 1
connected layer. Experiments have shown that the LSTM
based scheme can detect unknown attacks and outperforms
other machine learning methods like DT, SVM and Artificial
Neural Network (ANN).

Authors proposed Snort intrusion detection and deep
learning model for detection of DDoS attacks in Software
Defined Network (SDN) [33]. Sampling techniques-sFlow
and adaptive polling sampling have been applied to reduce
the processing and network head of switches. DBN network
has been used in the classification of intrusions. Experimen-
tation performed on NSL-KDD has shown better accuracy
than SVM and back propagation neural network. The speed
of detection has been increased and detection accuracy was
reported as 95.25%. The authors in [34] proposed double
PSO based method for the detection of attacks. The proposed
method consists of four stages: data pre-processing, pre-
training, training and testing. In data pre-processing, the
non-numerical values are transformed to numerical values
using hot-encoding method, also the values are normalized
using min-max normalization. The next stage of pre-training
involves double PSO optimization algorithm which is a
hierarchical multi-purpose algorithm which has two levels.
First level uses filterbased feature selection algorithm using
entropy (FPSBPSO-E) which finds the best feature subset
for optimal accuracy and the second level uses PSO for
hyperparameter selection. DNN, LSTM-RNN, and DBN are
trained and tested on the generated results of the above two
stages. NSL-KDD and CICIDS have been used for validating
the results and showed high accuracy, precision, recall, and
F1-Score.

SVM and AE based combined method is proposed by
authors in [35]. AE was trained with optimal hyperparam-
eters which helps in dimensionality reduction and feature
extraction. The best feature set is further fed to SVM for
classification of DDoS attacks. Experiments were performed
on CICIDS2017, NSL-KDD and virtually generated dataset.
Results have shown that the proposed approach is better
results than pure Bayesian, RF, SVM and J48. The proposed
approach showed low false positive detection rate due to
feature extraction and trained hyperparameters.

M.Wang et al. [36] proposed an MLP based model for
feature selection and Sequential Backward Selection (SBS)
which is a wrapper feature selection method. The method
was tested on the NSL-KDD dataset and showed that us-
ing feedback mechanism the proposed method can effec-

tively perceive the detection errors. The accuracy achieved
is 97.66% with false alarm rate of 0.62%. Authors employed
unsupervised deep learning methods AE and Variational AE
(VAE) along with One Class SVM (OCSVM) for detection
of both known and unknown attacks [37]. The proposed
AE and VAE have 2 encoding and 2 decoding layers with
bottleneck layer having 64 neurons. The hyperparameter
tuning was done using the recommendation given by [38].
Experimentation performed on CICIDS2017 dataset shows
better performance in terms of AUC and ROC curves.

Authors in [39] provided an approach called SAVAER that
uses supervised VAE and the merits of Wasserstein Gener-
ative Adversarial Network with Gradient Penalty (WGAN-
GP) rather than plain GAN. VAE helps to obtain the latent
representation of attack set. The output from VAE is fed to
DNN and the trained VAE weights determines the weights
of hidden layer of DNN. The combined SAVER and DNN
approach can detect known and unknown low rate frequent
attacks also. Experimentation on UNSW-NB dataset has
shown that the proposed method has outperformed the state-
of-the-art models in terms of accuracy, detection rate and F1-
score.

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

A. DATASETS

1) NSL-KDD

NSL-KDD dataset is updated, cleaned and revised version
of KDD’99 dataset of university of New Brunswick [17].
The KDD cup was an International Knowledge Discovery
and Data Mining Tools Competition in 1999. The challenge
was to build an IDS to distinguish between good and bad
connections. In order to achieve this, large amount of network
traffic was collected and gathered together to form KDD
dataset. The NSL-KDD dataset has been generated from
the KDD dataset. NSL-KDD dataset consists of 43 features.
Among these, 41 features correspond to input traffic features
and last two features are the class label (i.e. whether an attack
or normal) and score (defines severity of attack) respectively.
These are shown in Table 1. .

There are 37 different attacks which fall under four cat-
egories viz. DoS, probe, U2R and R2L. These attack cate-
gories are shown in Table 2.

2) CICIDS2017

The second dataset that has been chosen for our experiments
is the CICIDS dataset. The dataset is appropriate for our
research problem as it includes up to date attacks and the
features are complete. This is in comparison with other
network intrusion datasets like UNSW-NB15 [40], CAIDA
[41], AWID [42], DARPA [43], CIDDS-001 [44], which are
either incomplete or noisy. The dataset contains benign and
malicious traces of network traffic. It is a labelled dataset
with a total of 84 features. The last feature is the class
label which identifies the sample as attack or benign traffic.
The features have been extracted by CICFlowMeter-V3. The
output of CICFlowMeter-V3 is a CSV file that includes: Flow
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TABLE 1: Features in NSL-KDD Dataset

SNo. Feature SNo. Feature

1 Duration 23 Count
2 protocol_type 24 srv_count
3 service 25 serrorrate
4 flag 26 srv_serror_rate
5 src_bytes 27 rerror_rate
6 dst_bytes 28 srv_rerror_rate
7 land 29 same_srv_rate
8 wrongf ragment 30 diff_srv_rate
9 urgent 31 srv_diff_host_rate
10 hot 32 dst_host_count
11 num_failed_logins 33 dst_host_srv_count
12 logged_in 34 dst_host_same_srv_rate
13 num_compromised 35 dst_host_diff_srv_rate
14 root_shell 36 dst_host_same_src_port_rate
15 su_attempted 37 dst_host_srv_diff_host_rate
16 num_root 38 dst_host_serror_rate
17 num_file_creations 39 dst_host_srv_serror_rate
18 num_shells 40 dst_host_rerror_rate
19 num_access_files 41 dst_host_srv_rerror_rate
20 num_outbound_cmds 42 Label
21 is_host_login 43 Score
22 is_guest_login

TABLE 2: Attack categories in NSL-KDD Dataset

DoS Back, Land, Neptune, Pod, Smurf, Teardrop,
Mailbomb, Processtable, Udpstorm, Apache2,
Worm

Probe Satan, IPsweep, Nmap, Portsweep, Mscan,
Saint

R2L Guess_password, Ftp_write, Imap, Phf,Multi
hop, Warezmaster, Xlock, Xsnoop, Snmpgue
ss, Snmpgetattack, Httptunnel, Sendmail,
Named

U2R Buffer_overflow, Loadmodule, Rootkit, Perl,
Sqlattack, Xterm, Ps

ID (1), Source IP (2) and Destination IP (4), Source Port
(3) and Destination Port (5), Protocol (6), Timestamp (7)
and Label (84). The above mentioned features are the basic
features and the features from number 8 to 83 are high level
features which are statistically computed from the low level
features. The features are as shown in Table 3.

This dataset has 11 characteristic features which makes it
an authentic IDS dataset. These crucial characteristics are as
given below:
Anonymity: Many datasets remove the payload information
due to privacy concerns. This removal hampers the detection
methods. But in CICIDS dataset the payload remains intact.
Attack Diversity: DDoS attack vectors are changing rapidly.
This dataset includes all the recent attacks which are brute
force, DoS, browser-based, DNS based attacks, port scan or
enumeration, backdoors and other attacks like Heartbleed,
Apple SSL library bug, Shellshock.
Available Protocols: It provides all necessary protocols like
HTTP, HTTPS, FTP, SSH and email protocols.
Complete Capture: Traffic consists of packets which have
been captured in the dataset from source to router, switch,
host, multicast group or broadcast domain.
Complete Interaction: The dataset includes all network
interactions between the two networks i.e. victim network

TABLE 3: CICIDS Features

SNo. Feature SNo. Feature SNo. Feature SNo. Feature

1 Flow ID 22 Flow Packets/s 43 Fwd Packets/s 64 Fwd Avg Bulk Rate
2 Source IP 23 Flow IAT Mean 44 Bwd Packets/s 65 Bwd Avg

Bytes/Bulk
3 Source Port 24 Flow IAT Std 45 Min Packet

Length
66 Bwd Avg Packets

4 Destination IP 25 Flow IAT Max 46 Max Packet
Length

67 Bwd Avg Bulk Rate

5 Destination
Port

26 Flow IAT Min 47 Packet Length
Mean

68 Subflow Fwd Pack-
ets

6 Protocol 27 Fwd IAT Total 48 Packet Length
Std

69 Subflow Fwd Bytes

7 Time stamp 28 Fwd IAT Mean 49 Packet Len.
Variance

70 Subflow Bwd Pack-
ets

8 Flow Duration 29 Fwd IAT Std 50 FIN Flag Count 71 Subflow Bwd Bytes
9 Total Fwd

Packets
30 Fwd IAT Max 51 SYN Flag

Count
72 Init_Win_bytes_fwd

10 Total
Backward
Packets

31 Fwd IAT Min 52 RST Flag
Count

73 Act_data_pkt_fwd

11 Total Length of
Fwd Pck

32 Bwd IAT Total 53 PSH Flag
Count

74 Min_seg_size_fwd

12 Total Length of
Bwd Pck

33 Bwd IAT Mean 54 ACK Flag
Count

75 Active Mean

13 Fwd Packet
Length Max

34 Bwd IAT Std 55 URG Flag
Count

76 Active Std

14 Fwd Packet
Length Min

35 Bwd IAT Max 56 CWE Flag
Count

77 Active Max

15 Fwd Pck
Length Mean

36 Bwd IAT Min 57 ECE Flag
Count

78 Active Min

16 Fwd Packet
Length Std

37 Fwd PSH Flags 58 Down/up ratio 79 Idle Mean

17 Bwd Packet
Length Max

38 Bwd PSH
Flags

59 Average Packet
Size

80 Idle Packet

18 Bwd Packet
Length Min

39 Fwd URG
Flags

60 Avg Fwd Seg-
ment Size

81 Idle Std

19 Bwd Packet
Length Mean

40 Bwd URG
Flags

61 Avg Bwd Seg-
ment Size

82 Idle Max

20 Bwd Packet
Length Std

41 Fwd Header
Length

62 Fwd Avg
Bytes/Bulk

83 Idle Min

21 Flow Bytes/s 42 Bwd Header
Length

63 Fwd Avg Pack-
ets/Bulk

84 Label

and attack network. This also includes interactions between
the internal LAN which makes it a valuable dataset.
Complete Network Configuration: It includes numerous
modem, firewall, switches, routers, and number of PCs with
variety of operating systems such as Windows, Ubuntu and
Macintosh to have realistic configuration for capturing the
real attack traces.
Complete Traffic: It includes all the necessary traffic by
using user profiling agent and 12 different machines in
Victim-Network and real attacks from the Attack-Network.
Feature Set: By using feature extraction applications it ex-
tracts more than 80 network flow features from the generated
network traffic and delivers the network flow dataset as a
CSV file.
Metadata: It includes proper documentation about the net-
work configuration, operating systems for attacker and victim
machines, attack scenarios and useful information about the
dataset.
Heterogeneity: It captures the heterogeneous network traffic
from network equipment, memory dump and system call
from all victim machines during the attacks execution. This
helps in development of robust detection mechanism.
Labelling: It is labelled and informative for reliable and
accurate analysis.
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B. DATA PREPROCESSING

The first step is to preprocess the input data in order to
improve its quality and subsequently the quality of the output
and efficiency of the mining algorithm. The three preprocess-
ing operations that have been applied are: label encoding,
removal of irrelevant features and normalization.

1. Label Encoding: One hot encoding is used to convert
categorical features into numerals in NSL-KDD dataset
[45]. In NSL-KDD there are three categorical features:
protocol type, service and flag which are converted
to numeric with one hot encoding. In CICIDS2017,
FlowID has been converted using hash encoding due
to large number of unique values in FlowID column.
Hash encoding transforms the column categorical val-
ues using hash function. It converts the value using
new dimension which is fixed using n_component ar-
gument. The number of components used is 18 which
can represent 218 i.e. 262144 unique values. The number
of components can be increased to accommodate the
increase in the unique values.

2. Removal of irrelevant features: The values of at-
tributes which are non informative or invalid such as
have NaN and infinity are removed for efficient running
of algorithms.

3. Normalization: Each feature of the dataset has different
maximum and minimum values. The efficiency of the
classifier is increased if all the values are normalized in
the range [0,1] [46]. Min-max normalization is used for
converting the attribute values to fall in the range [0.1].
Min-max scaling is done using the formula given below
in Equation (1):

Xnorm =
X −Xmin

Xmax −Xmin

(1)

C. NAIVE AE AND DNN ARCHITECTURE

1) Overview of AE

AE is a semi-supervised machine learning technique to effec-
tively learn data representations by training the network [47].
It is useful for feature leaning and dimensionality reduction
for achieving non-linear generalizations. It has one input
layer, one or more hidden layers for encoding and one output
layer for decoding. Suppose there is a sample of unlabelled
training data X1, X2, X3. . . where Xi ∈ Rn.

AE model uses some back propagation algorithm to al-
ways set output values to input values i.e. Yi = Xi. AE
architecture has two important operations which are encoding
and decoding. The encoder function h = f(X) maps the
input data X into latent space or reduced representation h
through some transformation with bottleneck or restriction
applied that defines possible representations the network can
compute. The decoder function is reconstruction function R
= g(h) which reconstructs the input with reduced features
or improved generalizations among the features. The input
high dimensional data vector X is encoded into latent or low
dimensional representation h with standard neural network

function using weight W, bias b and activation function s as
given below in Equation (2).

h = σ(WX + b) (2)

The decoder function reconstructs the output from latent
representation h with different weight W ′, bias b′ and activa-
tion function λ as given below in Equation (3).

R = λ(W ′h+ b′) (3)

The basic AE architecture is shown in Figure 1.

FIGURE 1: Basic AE architecture.

The loss function in AE is used to minimize the difference
between input and output values. The loss function mainly
used is either mean square error (MSE) or cross entropy. The
MSE for input vector X and output R of length n is defined
in Equation (4):

d(X,R) =
1

n

n∑

i=1

(X −R)2 (4)

Similarly, the binary cross entropy is defined in Equation
(5):

d(X,R) = −(X.log(R) + (1−X).log(1−R)) (5)

where ‘.’ represents element wise product and all other oper-
ations are computed element wise only. The hyperparameters
which are to be set before AE training are number of layers,
nodes per layer, code size and loss function. These are shown
in Table 4.

2) Overview of DNN

DNN is simply a representation of the ANN except it has
numerous deep hidden layers [48]. Principally, DNN consists
of an input layer, one or more hidden layers, and an output
layer. Every layer in DNN consists of one or more artificial
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TABLE 4: AE Hyperparameters

Hyperparameter Meaning

Number of layers Can be as deep as we require.
Nodes per layer Number of nodes decrease per layer with every

successive encoder layer and increases with ev-
ery decoder layer. Decoder layer is symmetric
to encoder layer.

Code size Count of nodes in middle layer. Smaller the
code size, more is the compression.

Loss function Binary cross entropy is used when values are in
range 0,1 otherwise use MSE.

neurons or nodes in such a way that theses neurons are fully-
connected from layer to layer. The information is processed
and propagated through DNN in feed-forward manner, i.e.,
from the input layer to the output layer via the hidden layers.
The basic architecture of DNN is shown in Figure 2.

FIGURE 2: Basic DNN architecture.

In our proposed method, we have first constructed a
naive baseline model by using AE for feature extraction
and DNN for classification of DDoS attacks. We have used
two standard network intrusion detection datasets viz. NSL-
KDD and CICIDS2017. NSL-KDD dataset has four differ-
ent types of attacks which are DoS, Probe, R2L and U2R.
There are further 37 different attack types in each category.
So, for detection of DDoS attacks we have extracted data
from the dataset corresponding to DDoS attacks-Back, Land,
Neptune, Pod, Smurf, Teardrop, Mailbomb, Processtable,
Udpstorm, Apache2 and Worm. After extraction, KDDTrain
and KDDTest consists of 148517 record data and 43 feature
columns. The three columns-protocol type, service and flag,
which have categorical values are converted to numeric val-
ues with help of one-hot encoding. In this process, 43 feature
columns are mapped to 124 feature columns.

Min-max scaler is applied to normalize the values in
the range [0,1] and all irrelevant values are also removed.
Then AE is trained with a sample taken from input training
dataset instead of the entire dataset to prevent overfitting.
Both random and systematic sampling were tried during
experimentation. Systematic sampling gave better results
suggesting a periodicity in data. But to reduce generalisation

error, input data used for training the AE is a random sample
of 25000 records. The output of AE is the encoded data
having 40 features. This encoded data are fed to DNN for
classification of attack and non-attack traffic. The parameters
used to execute AE are listed in Table 5.

TABLE 5: Naive AE Model Hyperparameters for NSL-KDD

Model parameters Values

Input Neurons 123
Output Neurons 123
Number of encode
layers

8

Number of decode
layers

8

Number of Neurons
in code layer

40

Optimizer Adadelta
Loss function Binary cross entropy
Epochs 10
Batch size 2500

After the encoded features have been obtained, they are
fed to DNN for classification. The dataset is split into 75%
training set and 25% testing set. The 75% training set with
40 input features are fed to DNN. The parameters used to
execute DNN are listed in Table 6.

TABLE 6: Naive DNN Model Hyperparameters for NSL-
KDD

Model parameters Values

Hidden Layers 9
Number of neurons to
each subsequent layer

38, 39, 34, 42. 40, 35,
38, 28,32

Activation functions ReLU, Sigmoid
Learning rate 0.01
Number of Neurons
in code layer

40

Decay rate 0.9
Decay step 0.9
Batch size 20000
Optimizer ADAM, lr-schedule
Loss function Binary cross entropy

The complete methodology of naive (baseline) model
for NSL-KDD dataset is shown in Figure 3 below. In CI-
CIDS2017 dataset, there are a total of 225720 data records
and 85 feature columns. The features-Flow ID, source IP,
source port, destination IP, destination port, timestamp, are
removed and not fed to AE. These features are already known
to be informative from literature and will not be used for
feature extraction, rather they will be fed directly to DNN.
A random sample of 25000 records is taken. The records
which have infinity or NaN values are removed. The column
values are normalized in the range [0,1] using min-max
scaler method as before. This yields 24994 data records and
78 columns for training the AE. The AE encodes these 78
feature columns into 23 columns. Once the AE is trained, the
entire training dataset is input to AE for generating encoded
representation. This encoded output of AE is fed to DNN for
classification of attack and non-attack traffic. The parameters
used to execute AE are listed in Table 7.
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FIGURE 3: Naive Model Construction for NSL-KDD

TABLE 7: Naive AE Model Hyperparameters for CI-
CIDS2017

Model parameters Values

Input Neurons 123
Output Neurons 123
Number of encode
layers

6

Number of decode
layers

6

Number of Neurons
in code layer

20

Optimizer Adadelta
Loss function Binary cross entropy
Epochs 10
Batch size 2500

After the encoded features are obtained, they are fed to
DNN for classification. The dataset is split into 75% training
set and 25% testing set. The 75% training set with input
features are fed to DNN. The parameters used to execute
DNN are listed in Table 8.

TABLE 8: Naive DNN Model Hyperparameters for CI-
CIDS2017

Model parameters Values

Hidden Layers 9
Number of neurons to
each subsequent layer

38, 39, 34, 42. 40, 35,
38, 28,32

Activation functions ReLU, Sigmoid
Learning rate 0.01
Decay rate 0.9
Decay step 0.9
Batch size 20000
Optimizer ADAM, lr-schedule
Loss function Binary cross entropy

D. OPTIMIZED AE AND DNN MODEL

The main contribution of our proposed method is in the
optimizations that have been done on combined AE and DNN
architecture and the novel techniques that have been applied
to improve the performance of the detection mechanism. The
optimized AE and DNN architecture has given best results
for this specific problem. This section describes the novel
techniques introduced by this work and optimizations applied
to generate high performance DDoS detection approach.

1) Optimized AE

In order to obtain an effective learned feature representation,
this work applies the following optimizations to the AE:

• Grid Search: Grid Search has been applied for deter-
mining the optimal values of hyperparameters for AE. It
works by automatically performing an exhaustive search
on specific values for hyperparameters, thus saving time
and resources. Grid Search has been used to determine
best values for sparsity parameter, number of layers
and neurons in each layer. The chosen values are the
ones that lead to minimum reconstruction error. Table 9
below shows the list of values for these hyperparameters
from which the selection has been made and the corre-
sponding optimum values. After multiple experiments
with Grid search, we have arrived at AE model with
2 encoding layers with 70 and 50 neurons respectively
and ReLU activation, 25 neurons in coding layer , and 2
decoding layers with same neurons as in coding layer
and ReLU activation. The output layer has sigmoid
activation.

TABLE 9: Optimized AE hyperparamters

Hyperparameters Values Selected Values

Sparsity parameter 10e-5,10e-3,10e-1 10e-5
Number of layers 2,3,4,5,6,7,8 2 (encoding and de-

coding)
Neurons in each layer 80,70,60,50,40,30,25,20,15,10 70, 50
Coding Dimension 80,70,60,50,40,30,25,20,15,10 25
Activation Function Relu, Sigmoid, Tanh Relu, Sigmoid
Optimizer Default Adadelta

• Sparsity: Activity regularization has been used to intro-
duce sparsity and avoid overfitting. The sparsity penalty
constraints the representation when added to the hidden
representation activity. It applies a penalty on the layer’s
output on a per layer basis and weighting between the
activity regularizers remains same with the batch size.
The L1 regularisation has been used with regularization
factor value=10e-5.

The optimizer being used is Adadelta or adaptive delta. It
is an extension of Adagrad which attempts to reduce mono-
tonically decreasing learning rate by using moving windows
of gradient updates. The effect of these steps is that the small
network chosen through Grid search method makes the AE
well posed with no overfitting. Additionally, a stacked non-
symmetric AE is used to learn higher level features through
multiple encoding layers and take output of encoder directly
as input of DNN.

The other additional constraints that have been imposed on
AE to make it well posed are:
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• Unit norm: The weights on each layer have a unit
norm which prevents weights from becoming too large,
and avoids the exploding gradient problem. Very large
gradients lead to large updates to the network weights
resulting in an unstable network. In proposed optimized
AE, the weights are unit norm as given in Equation (6).

k∑

i=1

w2

i,j = 1 (6)

where i= 1...k
• Weight orthogonality: The weight vectors are indepen-

dent of each other and only informative weights are non-
zero. This prevents vanishing gradients. It also leads
to lesser redundancy and compact network since each
feature has unique information and the information can
be encoded with a smaller encoder. The weight orthog-
onality is enforced using Equation (7) given below.

W TW = 1 (7)

Figure 4 shows well posed AE architecture with input,
encoding, code, decoding and output layers.

2) Optimized DNN

• Feature selection: A robust strategy was implemented
to first evaluate the performance of DNN model with
a mini batch gradient descent using optimizer Adam
which uses adaptive learning rates. This functioned
as the baseline model described in Subsection (III-C)
above. The output of AE comprising 25 important fea-
tures along with additional informative features (Flow
ID, source IP, source port, destination IP, destination
port, timestamp) are fed to DNN for classification.
Instead of random sample as fed in forming baseline
model above, now the whole dataset is fed to DNN.

• Hyperband tuning: Hyperband tuning is a recent tech-
nique for optimizing hyperparameters of iterative algo-
rithms. It gives optimized results by performing random
sampling on the dataset. It selects the best model by
training multiple models for few epochs and keeps on
training until one of them gives best result. This work
uses hyperband tuning for tuning number of neurons,
number of layers and optimizer. Table 10 below shows
the list of hyperparameters, values from which the se-
lection has been made for the optimized values, and the
selected values.

TABLE 10: Optimized DNN hyperparameters

Hyperparameters Values Selected

Values

Number of neu-
rons

30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44,
46, 48, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58, 60,
62, 64

20, 12

Number of layers 2, 3, 4, 5 2
Optimizer Adam, Adabound, Adagrad,

Nadam and SGD + momentum
Adabound

5-fold cross validation has been used when implement-
ing hyperparameters optimization so that the values of

hyperparameters work well for validation data also. This
yielded 20, 12 neurons in 2 hidden layers respectively
and optimizer Adabound gave the most stable perfor-
mance.

• Adabound: The optimizer is a variant of Adam opti-
mizer method [49]. Adabound places dynamic limits on
learning rate to obtain fast initial learning while giving
good generalization performance. It uses same update
equations as Adam except that it adds gradient clipping
for learning rate given by Equation (8) and (9).

η = bound(
α

V t
, ηl(t), ηu(t)) (8)

ηt =
η̂t√
t

(9)

where bound is clipping function, α is step size, vt is ob-
tained from decaying average of past squared gradients
ηu and ηl are upper and lower bound function respec-
tively, t is iteration number. The output gets constrained
to be in ηu and ηl.

• Intelligent initial learning rate determination: Fur-
ther improvements have been achieved with an intel-
ligent strategy for determining starting learning rate,
which is then decayed using a simple learning rate
schedule. The main aim is to find the highest value for
learning rate which minimizes the loss. To determine
this value, the model is trained for 1 epoch while in-
creasing the learning rate after each batch. The loss is
recorded and the learning rate is set to the value just be-
fore loss exploded. A value of initial learning rate=0.01
was obtained. Then a learning schedule is implemented
with the help of lr_schedule using exponential decay,
decay rate of 0.9 and step size=10,000.

The block diagram for optimized AE and DNN model is
shown in Figure 5. The pseudo-code for the algorithm is
given below:

Algorithm 1 Proposed Optimized AE and DNN Detection

Input: Complete Dataset D=(X1, X2....Xk) where Xiǫ Rd

Output: Prediction result (binary class label) Y
Preprocess_data (D) → D’

Random_sample(D’) → S s.t. |S|=|D|
4

Train_AE (S, fφ, gθ) → Opt_AE
Apply_AE (D’, Opt_AE) → FAE

D” = D’
FAE|| informative features

Train_DNN(D”) → Opt_DNN

Add Opt_DNN after Opt_AE to form Opt_AE+DNN

Input test data to generate class label Y
return Y

IV. EXPERIMENTATION AND VALIDATION

The experiments have been conducted using a Windows 10-
64 bits PC with 16 GB RAM and CPU Intel(R) Core-i7. For
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FIGURE 4: Architecture of Optimized AE

FIGURE 5: Optimized AE+DNN Model Construction

Algorithm 2 Preprocess_data(D)

Input: Dataset D=(X1, X2....Xk) with k features
Output: Dataset D’=(X1, X2....Xk) with k features
Apply label encoding to each char value
Remove NaN, ∞ from D
for i= 1 to k do

Compute Xnorm_i =
X−Xmin_i

Xmax_i−Xmin_i

end for

return D’= (Xnorm_1,.....,Xnorm_n)

simulation of cloud environment, VMware workstation has
been used in which a cloud server is made with different
virtual machines. The performance of the detection system
is determined by how correctly the proposed system is able
to classify the incoming traffic into corresponding category.
To evaluate our proposed method, we have used four perfor-
mance metrics-accuracy, precision, recall and F-score. The
description of these metrics is given below.

Detection Accuracy (Acc): It is the proportion of correctly
classified instances to the total number of classified instances.
It is computed using Equation (10) given below:

Acc =
TN + TP

TN + TP + FN + FP
× 100 (10)

Precision (P): It is a measure of quality of the detection

Algorithm 3 Train_AE for training of optimized AE

Input: AE training dataset -S, encoder fφ, decoder gθ
Output: Optimized AE model
Initialize weight matrices s.t.

∑k

i=1
w2

i,j = 1andW TW=1
Divide S into batches b1....,bn s.t |bi|= 2500 for all i except
n, |n| < 2500
for t=0 to epochs do

for i=1 to n do

h= fθ(Sb1)
R=gθ(h)= gθ (fφ(sbi))
loss d(X,R)=-(X.log(R)+(1-X).log(1-R))
Update θ and φ using BPA of adadelta s.t. d(X,R) is
minimum

end for

Use Grid search for best model
end for

Store optimized AE model → Opt_AE
return Opt_AE

Algorithm 4 Apply_AE(D) to obtain encoded features

Input: Dataset, optimized AE model
Output: Encoded feature representation
Opt_AE(D)→ h(D)
return h(D)
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Algorithm 5 Train_DNN for training optimized DNN

Input: Optimal feature subset dataset D”

Output: Optimized DNN model
Initialize network parameters
Determine initial learning_rate
Divide D” into batches D”

b1.... D”
bn s.t. |D”

bn|=batch_size
for all i
for t= 0 to epochs do

for i=1 to n do

Update network parameters using Adabound
and accuracy as criteria

end for

Use Hyperband tuning for optimization
end for

Store Optimized DNN model → Opt_DNN

return Opt_DNN

method i.e. the ratio of samples that are correctly classified
as an attack to total samples in the test set that are classified
as attack. It is computed using Equation (11) given below:

P =
TP

TP + FP
(11)

Recall (R): It is the measure of completeness of the classi-
fier i.e. the ratio of samples that are correctly classified as an
attack to total samples that are labelled as attacks in the test
set. It is computed using Equation (12) given below:

R =
TP

TP + FN
(12)

F1-score: It calculates the balance between precision and
recall. It is considered as the harmonic mean of recall and
precision, and is computed using Equation (13) below:

F1score = 2×
P ×R

P +R
(13)

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To evaluate our proposed model, we compared its perfor-
mance with ten state-of-the-art DDoS detection approaches
based on deep learning available in literature. The compar-
ison has been done over the NSL-KDD and CICIDS2017
standard datasets. The approaches chosen for comparison
over NSL-KDD dataset are SAE+SMR [18], AE+Gaussian
NB [20], RNN [21], MLP [22], AE+SVM [35], and
SAVAER+DNN [39]. The approaches chosen for comparison
over CICIDS2017 dataset are DT [32], ANN [32], SVM [32],
LSTM [32] and SAVAER+DNN [39]. These approaches have
been discussed in Section II. They have been selected for
comparison as these are the most recent works reported over
these datasets. Additionally, we have reported the results for
the Naïve AE+DNN model implemented in this paper to
highlight the improvements achieved by proposed optimized
model. The comparison has been done on the basis of four
performance metrics viz. detection accuracy, precision, recall
and F1-score.

The experimental results of naive as well as optimized
model for all metrics are depicted graphically in Figure 6(a)
over NSL-KDD and Figure 6(b) over CICIDS2017, respec-
tively. Experimental results show that proposed approach
based on optimized AE+DNN has given average accuracy of
98.43% over NSL-KDD dataset which is the highest among
all techniques. Comparison of the accuracy results of state-
of-the-art approaches over NSL-KDD dataset is plotted in
Figure 6(c).

The accuracy of the Naïve model at 97.54% is also bet-
ter than other techniques over NSL-KDD. It is better than
AE+SVM and AE+Gaussian NB approaches which reported
accuracy of 96.36% and 83.28%, respectively. The proposed
approach has also performed better than the stacked AE
and soft-max regression for classification of attacks [18]
with 88.39% accuracy, RNN [21] with 83.28% accuracy, and
MLP [22] with 91.7% accuracy, respectively. The proposed
approach has also outperformed all other methods in terms of
precision, recall and F1-Score over NSL-KDD dataset.

Experimental results for CICIDS dataset have been de-
picted graphically in Figure 6(b) and 6(d). Figure 6(b) shows
that the accuracy of proposed approach is 98.92% and Naïve
model has a low accuracy of 93%. The accuracy of proposed
approach is slightly lower than 99.41% of AE+SVM [35].
The proposed approach outperformed SVM method which
achieved 88.18% accuracy on CICIDS2017. In terms of other
metrics also, proposed approach outperforms SVM [32].
The method SAVAER+DNN [39] reported 89.36% accuracy
which is less than our proposed method.

However, the precision of proposed method is 97.45%
whereas LSTM [32] reported precision value of 99.98%.
Recall is 98.97% for proposed method whereas LSTM re-
ported recall of 100%. The F1-score of proposed method
is 98.35% whereas LSTM [32] reported 99.99%. This sug-
gests that LSTM [32] may be overfitting the model to the
training data and further investigation is needed to see the
generalization ability of these methods over unseen data.
LSTM is also known to need high memory bandwidth while
training because of linear layers in each cell. In [32], DT
and ANN reported recall 99.91% and 99.98% respectively
on CICIDS2017 dataset. However, decision trees have the
disadvantage of being over sensitive to small changes in
data and may not work on unseen attack data. The ANN is
fairly complex needing a vast amount of computing power
which may not give output in near real time for timely
detection of the DDoS attacks. Furthermore, the metrics over
CICIDS2017 are lower because in proposed approach, the
AE is trained over a sample of data. This has been done in-
tentionally so that the model does not learn identity function
and actual relationships between features can be effectively
learned. The proposed model is expected to perform better
over unseen data such as new attack vectors.

Table 11 shows the comparison between proposed ap-
proach AE+DNN and other state-of-the-art approaches over
NSL-KDD and CICIDS2017 datasets in terms of various
performance metrics.
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(a) Comparison of Performance Metrics for Optimized AE+DNN and Naive
AE+DNN on NSL-KDD dataset

(b) Comparison of Performance Metrics for Optimized AE+DNN and Naive
AE+DNN on CICIDS2017 dataset

(c) Comparison of Accuracy of state-of-the-art approaches on NSL-KDD
dataset

(d) Comparison of Precision, Recall and F1-score of state-of-the-art ap-
proaches on CICIDS2017 dataset

FIGURE 6: Comparative Performance of State-of-the-art Approaches

TABLE 11: Comparison of Performance Metrics for State-of-the-art Approaches

Approach Dataset Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score

Proposed optimized AE+DNN NSL-KDD 98.43% 99.22% 97.12% 98.57%
CICIDS 98.92% 97.45% 98.97% 98.35%

Naive AE+ DNN NSL-KDD 97.54% 98.15% 96.73% 97.44%
CICIDS 93% 94.7% 92.7% 93.7%

SAE+SMR [18] NSL-KDD 88.39% —- —- —-
AE+ Gaussian Naïve Bayes [20] NSL-KDD 83.34% —- —- —-
RNN [21] NSL-KDD 83.28% —- —- —-
MLP [22] NSL-KDD 91.7% —- —- —-
AE+ SVM [35] NSL-KDD 96.36% —- —- —-

CICIDS 99.41% 99.67% 99.66% 99.66%
DT [32] CICIDS —- 99.8% 99.91% 99.95%
ANN [32] CICIDS —- 99.6% 99.98% 99.97%
SVM [32] CICIDS —- 88.18% 45.43% 59.97%
LSTM [32] CICIDS —- 99.98% 100% 99.99%
SAVAER+DNN [39] CICIDS 89.36% 95.98% 84.86% 90.08%

Apart from analyzing the four performance metrics as
given above, we have plotted the epoch versus accuracy graph
for optimized AE+DNN in Figure 7 to show the conver-
gence of the algorithm. As the graph indicates, the proposed

optimized AE+DNN is stable with reasonably fast conver-
gence. This faster training and stability of learning without
overfitting and while using a compact model, are the main
strengths of proposed approach. This can be attributed to the
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optimization techniques and novel mechanisms introduced
by this paper, which are detailed in Section IIII-D.

FIGURE 7: Optimized AE+DNN plot

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Detection of DDoS attacks in cloud environment is im-
perative since there has been a surge in the intensity and
frequency of such attacks which can potentially bring down
entire computer networks such as critical networks of power
grid, healthcare, etc. There is lack of classification methods
that can handle imbalanced, voluminous, noisy data, high
dimensionality data and still give accurate results. This work
proposed an optimized AE and DNN architecture for classi-
fication of DDoS attacks. First, a naive AE and DNN model
is constructed as a baseline model using random values for
hyperparameters.This baseline model is further improved to
yield an optimized AE and DNN model. Enhancements to the
basic AE such as sparsity, unit norm, orthogonality, and hy-
perparameter optimization using Grid search, have resulted in
optimized AE which has demonstrated potential in producing
effective latent representation to give improvements in the
classification results. These reduced and significant features
are fed to an improved DNN for classification. DNN has
been enhanced by intelligent learning rate determination and
optimization using hyperband tuning of hyperparameters.The
proposed approach has outperformed other state-of-the-art
approaches for DDoS detection over NSL-KDD dataset by
giving accuracy of 98.43%. For CICIDS2017, accuracy is
reported as 98.92% which is competitive as compared to
other state-of-the-art methods. In terms of precision, recall
and F1-score, the proposed approach outperforms all other
approaches over NSL-KDD and gives promising results over
CICIDS2017 dataset.

In the future, further validation of the proposed approach
will be undertaken to check its generalization ability across
different datasets. Future work will be done to enhance
the proposed approach to detect attacks in real-time traffic
flows with reduced detection time and less computational
complexity for analyzing big real time data. The ability to
correctly identify attack traffic and recovery of system from

attack is an important network security requirement, so future
efforts will be devoted to propose technique for mitigation of
effects of detected DDoS attack on the system.
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